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Founded in 2013, the Metropolitan Atlanta Crime Commission was created as a non-profit
corporation to inform, train, prepare and equip citizens for their proactive role in public safety and to
comprehensively define what public safety is, as well as where every person, agency or group fits into
the public safety model to prevent crime.
The MACC is the first independent non-profit crime prevention, public safety citizen training agency
with specialized instruction for citizens in the State of Georgia. We work with, educate, train, inform
and assist every element or link of the public safety chain in order to lawfully, simultaneously and
peacefully stop, deter, prevent and reduce crime throughout metro-Atlanta.
This is accomplished through strategic and specialized crime prevention training for women, youth,
senior citizens, businesses, ministries, local political leaders and local law enforcement. Also through
services such as our new Metro Atlanta Citizen Patrol which provides the proven plan, the training
and the means for citizens to be even more proactive in the safety of their own communities. We
have also worked with, partnered with and assisted both local law enforcement and other first
responder agencies. Currently the MACC is seeking corporate, community, judicial and law
enforcement partners.
The Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission also develops community public safety plans and offers several
programs, services and public safety initiatives. We provide 5 police support services and 7 citizen
support services. And our members, partners, advisers and staff consists of current or former
attorneys, police officers, executive protection agents, detectives, concerned citizens, community and
local political leaders. STILL, WE NEED YOUR HELP TO HELP METRO-ATLANTA! Contact us today! 2

1. There is both a limited and fundamental misunderstanding of what
“public safety” is, who should do what and what resources are needed.
2. Public Safety and law enforcement are not the same thing.
3. No police department has enough police officers to protect its individual
citizens. Solo was never the plan or they would have been created to fail.
4. Community Policing and crime prevention are not the same thing.
5. No 1 agency nor organization is equipped to handle crime alone.
6. Only trained, prepared, alert, aware, law-abiding, proactive
citizens are the first line of defense against crime.
7. There will never be more police officers than criminals. But there will
always be more citizens than criminals. So training citizens makes sense.
8. Local law enforcement is mostly intervention and curative. While
comprehensive public safety is more prevention.
9. It takes an entire community to prevent crime.
10.Citizens have a duty and inherent authority to lawfully protect
themselves, their homes and their communities.
11. Burning out local police, expecting them to do what they can’t do alone
and them blaming them neither helps any of us nor solves the problem.
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He says
“Don’t Move”
so you can’t
dial 911.

Now what
do you
do?
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PUBLIC SAFETY
AN ACCURATE,
COMPREHENSIVE
DEFINITION

"The joint, coordinated,
consistent, strategic and
simultaneous efforts of
citizens, agencies,
organizations,
individuals, tools, laws,
regulations, programs
and resources to bring
about the safety of our
citizens."
Metro-Atlanta
Crime Commission
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UNDERSTANDING THE RESPONSIBILITY
OF PUBLIC SAFETY
PUBLIC Safety is primarily a community crime PREVENTION responsibility and
therefore never the responsibility of law enforcement alone. Local law
enforcement is primarily INTERVENTION, coming to the scene when incidents
occur or afterwards as soon as possible.
Unfortunately there will never be enough police officers because the role of
police officers was never designed for them to be body guards for citizens. And
because there will always be more crime than police officers, a city cannot
"police" it's way out of crime. Nor can throwing money at the problem ever
resolve at the core. The PUBLIC is the key to public safety.
The solution to simultaneously stopping, reducing, deterring and preventing
crime is to put a well-trained, pro-active and informed public back into a
comprehensive public safety model from every angle, a model that deters
crime, offers opportunity, incentivizes and rewards desired behavior while
promoting legal, fair and balanced accountability. Because the solutions and
responsibilities have been fundamentally misunderstood, real solutions have
seldom been applied. And crime continues.
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Public Safety Analysis: Citizen and Police Responsibility
A CITIZEN’S PUBLIC SAFETY RESPONSIBILITY
The right, responsibility and authority for citizens to ensure their own personal safety and the safety
and security of their own homes, property, neighborhoods and communities is foundationally
inherent in the very terminology and concept of Public Safety. In metro-Atlanta Public Safety has not
been properly defined.
The proper application of such public safety by citizens, in order to adhere to the law, work in
tandem with local law enforcement and avoid vigilante behavior must require competent training,
equipping and unification of citizens in the public safety effort. We must not tolerate any moreNo
more Trayvon Martin nor Ahmaud Arbery outcomes.
POLICE “PROTECT AND SERVE”
In 2005 the Unites States Supreme Court ruled by a majority that local police officers are NOT
responsible for the public safety of individual private citizens unless those citizens are in their
custody. (Paraphrased) Subsequently, after the Parkland Florida shooting, it appears that a federal
judge upheld and the Supreme Court ruling, stating that the students were not in the custody of the
school resource officer from the Sheriff’s department (paraphrase).
If you would like a summary of the court case referenced above, please visit
www.publicsafety411.com and send an info request for the data and fact sheet. This is one big
example why Public Safety must be comprehensively, strategically, collectively and collaboratively
much larger, broader, far reaching and inclusive of proactive public involvement than the expectation
that police officers should do it all.
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5 KEY ELEMENTS

For Public Safety To Stop/Prevent/Reduce/Deter Crime
• Genuine Desire to do it,
not to just keep talking about,
analyzing and studying it.
• Knowledge including experts,
a plan and methodology.
• Tools and resources from several
sources, private & public.
• Action from the grass roots level,
in the field, on the ground.
• The support system of services,
collaborations, partnerships,
shared resources, volunteers and
ideas.

DESIRE

Knowledge

Tools and
Resources

Support
System

Action

The solutions are complex but very achievable, with the right expertise.
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What About
SURVEILLANCE CAMERAS?

Surveillance Cameras only deter some types of
crimes and criminals. Yes they serve a purpose,
but what cameras often do is identify the
problems as they happen, the very problems
that prevention, deterrence and pro-active
trained citizens can stop.
* There are cameras everywhere in Atlanta and still Atlanta hit a 20 year all time crime high.
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REMEMBER THE DEFINITION OF “INSANITY”?

Cameras are everywhere and some criminal types could care less.
These cameras provide more intervention and curative solutions than prevention. 14

THE REAL PROBLEMS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEFINITION of Public Safety and pubic responsibility.
DIVISION - Between citizens, politicians, organizations
and multiple law enforcement agencies amongst
themselves and the others.
GUIDANCE – Not listening to the right people.
PLANS – No cohesive plan to stop, deter, reduce and
prevent crime. The right people have real solutions.
UNTRAINED PUBLIC – Sitting ducks for criminals.
ECONOMIC – Crimes of necessity are fueled by need.
PERSONNEL – Police Staffing Shortages
EXISTENTIAL – Egos, Attitudes, Offense, Other Agendas
Police officers get stuck in the middle between political
officials and angry, uninformed or unprepared citizens.
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The Whole Truth About
THE SPIKES IN LOCAL CRIME
The truth supported by the facts is unpopular. But to solve the problems, quite a few
people will have to take a look in the mirror. A request that is also very unpopular. Our
analysis shows the following in large part are the reasons for the spikes and consistency in
local crime. Every one of these must me tackled simultaneously, strategically and
collaboratively. No more studies are needed and no more “busy work” meetings are
necessary. It’s past time to get to work at the grass roots level, not in offices or at
conference tables.
The rises in local crime are a result of parents not being parents anymore, the glorification
of money and thug life, scapegoating instead of personal responsibility and accountability,
economically destitute circumstances, a lack of identity, disintegration of the inner city
family and fathers absent from the home. Teachers should not have to raise out children
and police officers should not have to assume the role of home disciplinarian.
Today too many of the heroes of the inner city children are thugs, athletes, talk show
hosts, comedians and glorified strippers. Marijuana is glorified at a time when no young
person can afford to have his or her mind and judgement clouded. And instead of teaching
our youth problem and conflict resolution, the message to so many of them is that they
can simply smoke their problems away. Adults must set the example by working together
with real solutions.
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Analysis:
The Benefits of Trained Citizens
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Criminals and Police Officers Are Trained
Untrained Citizens Are Sitting Ducks
Increased Awareness / Threat Assessment
Increased Preparedness
Self-Defense = Less Injury and
Greater Chances of Survival
Less Likely To Become Victims
Decrease in Required Police Response
The more and better citizens can protect
themselves, the less the police have to
protect them. (See #6)
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SERVICES

Please keep in mind we are always upgrading, adding
and increasing our scope of services to
assist citizens and law enforcement as needed.
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METRO-ATLANTA CRIME COMMISSION

SUMMARY OF SERVICES

1. Crime PREVENTION Training For Women
2. Crime Prevention Training For Senior Citizens
3. Crime Prevention Training For Youth
4. Public Safety Plans: Home/Business
5. Police Encounters 101
6. Youth Programs: Life Skills, Entrepreneurship
7. Self-Defense & Weapon’s Training
8. Police Support Services
9. Mediation Services
10. Metro Atlanta Citizen Patrol
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MACC Crime Prevention Training Programs
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TRAINING FORMAT

All training classes are a minimum of two hours and include
question and answer sessions, interactive participation,
video analysis and demonstrations.
Some of our training programs have multiple stages such
as Georgia Citizens Police Encounters Academy Police
Encounters program which includes Police Encounters 101,
102, 201 and 202. All separate sessions and training classes
are interactive.
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OUR INSTRUCTORS
Our professional, experienced instructors include
former detectives, attorneys, current veteran law
enforcement officials, executive protection agents,
security specialists, attorneys and legal analysts,
martial arts experts, communications specialists and
academic professionals in sociology and psychology.
It takes a combination of Select instructors from a
variety of interrelated fields working cohesively to
effectively train the public. Law enforcement alone
neither has the expertise, the mandate, the
manpower nor the time to do it all alone.
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TRAINING PROFILES

How do we select what training programs
to develop and their content?
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Target Audience Profiles
Atlanta Crime Statistics
Crime Hot Spots
Community Identified
Problems
Requests
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DID YOU KNOW?
• A 2005 United States Supreme Court ruling decided that
local law enforcement is NOT responsible for the safety of
individual citizens unless you are in custody?
• You are your first line of defense against crime and for your
personal safety, your home, family and business?
• There will never be enough police officers to guarantee
individual public safety because that is not what they are for?
• Law enforcement and public safety are not the same thing?
• Police officers are not personal body guards?
• Police officers are mostly intervention, YOU are prevention.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Vehicle Patrols
7 Police and Citizen Support Services
TRAINED, PROACTIVE CITIZENS
Beyond Neighborhood Watches
You are the 1st line of defense against crime!
Proven, Legal, Tested, Effective

The right, responsibility and authority to ensure the safety of our homes, families, businesses and communities is
foundationally inherent in the very term and concept of “PUBLIC Safety”. To avoid vigilantism, citizens must be
trained, equipped and unified to protect their communities in accordance with the law and effectively working with
local law enforcement. We provide both the training and the opportunity for such proactive citizen involvement.
THE METRO-ATLANTA CRIME COMMISSION
The #1 Independent Crime Prevention 501(c)3 Public Safety Citizen Training Agency in Georgia
www.publicsafety411.com
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Metro-Atlanta Citizen Patrol

An Independent Community Public Safety Initiative Of
The Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission

A citizen patrol does not mean chasing, subduing, confronting nor detaining
anyone. Nor does it mean you are trying to be the police. But visibility, more eyes
and ears, unified communities and trained, proactive citizens are proven, effective
deterrents against crime.
There is also strong precedent for citizen patrols. They are all over the country.
They are all over Georgia. They are in cities all around Atlanta. And the MetroAtlanta Crime Commission conducted a 2 year test market of our citizen patrol
from 2020 to 2021 with 96 assists of police officers and citizens. Our results were
0 NEGATIVE INCIDENTS. The Metro Atlanta Citizen Patrol we launched will work
and has been working. Help us help metro-Atlanta instead of competing with us!25

Atlanta Should Not Be The Last In Line To Catch Up
So the Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission Stepped Up
AND WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT
We Are The First Independent Citizen Patrol in Georgia
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Crime Prevention / Public Safety
CITIZEN TRAINING
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

For Women
For Senior Citizens
For Youth
For All Citizens / Neighborhoods
For Businesses
For Churches / Ministries
Group Training Sessions
Individual/Private Instruction Available
Public Safety is not the same as law enforcement.
Crime prevention is not the same as community policing.
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Crime Prevention Training
FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Our crime prevention training for YOUTH includes
all of the following in a group interactive or online
setting for young people ages 10-18:
1. Human Trafficking Awareness & Prevention
2. Anti-Bullying and Safe Responses
3. Problem and Conflict Resolution
4. Threat Assessment
5. Police Encounters 101 (Police Interactive)
6. The Right Friends, Being in the Right Places
7. Safe, Effective, Confidential Crime Reporting
8. Your Role in Community Public Safety
9. Role-plays and Demonstrations
10. Critical Questions and Answers
11. Youth and Student Input: Adult Listening
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TRAVEL PUBLIC SAFETY
Almost any “smart” criminal can spot
a tourist in his or her city and where
that tourist is vulnerable. We change
much of that with our training
program designed to increase your
safety when you travel.
From the airport to the ship to the
hotel to the beach or other
attractions, we can make you safer
and much less likely to be a victim.
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HOME SAFETY PLANS & ASSESSMENTS
We develop customized home safety plans that slow
down, stop and deter criminals without making your
house look like a prison. The MACC offers home safety
assessments to citizens for perimeter and internal
protection. How secure is your home?
Most people would not know what to do if a home
invasion occurred at 2am in the morning. Go through our
training and you will be one of the most prepared people
you know.
Keep in mind deterrence and prevention are key because
police officers cannot realistically be everywhere, all the
time, just in time. Alarms are not enough when criminals
learn how to bypass them. Crime Prevention prepares the
citizen.
For most citizens, there are only 2 screws between citizen
safety and criminal entry. And criminals practice.
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HOLIDAY PUBLIC SAFETY
Certain types of professional
criminals strike during the
holidays therefore certain types
of crime are more prevalent.
The MACC has identified those
crimes and developed crime
prevention training programs
specifically geared toward
protecting citizens and
businesses during the holidays.
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PUBLIC SAFETY PLANS
The Metro-Atlanta Crime
Commission (MACC)
develops customized,
comprehensive public
safety plans for:
•
•
•
•
•

Metro-Atlanta
Crime Commission

2022
PUBLIC SAFETY PLAN

Neighborhoods
Churches/Ministries
Organizations
Small Businesses
Corporate Businesses
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FIREARMS & SELF-DEFENSE TRAINING
Gun’s don’t kill people. People who should not
have guns use them to kill people. Guns are only
dangerous in the wrong and untrained hands.
Otherwise they are safe and simply metal and
plastic. But you do have a 2nd amendment right to
bear arms. And used only when absolutely
necessary, a firearm could save your life.
We train citizens and promote, lawful, safe,
responsible gun ownership. We also provide
training in the use of other protection devices
and hands-on self-defense training, especially
for women, youth and senior citizens.
If law-abiding citizens are discouraged from having
guns, only the criminals will have the guns and the
advantage.
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Another Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission Initiative

THE “GUN CONTROL” FORUM
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One of the actual
Metro Atlanta Crime
Commission Gun
Control summits.

The Metro-Atlanta Crime Commission Presents:

A Community Public Safety Summit

THINK PREVENTIVE:
DON T WAIT UNTIL CRIME KNOCKS ON OUR DOOR

Attended and
supported by police
officers. And attended
by citizens on both
sides of the issue.
The MACC brings
people together to
solve the problems.

More Guns / Less Guns?
Are you afraid of guns?
Are there enough police officers to protect you?
Legally do the police have to protect you?

Nor h es Librar a Sco s Crossing
October 12, 2019 (1pm to 5pm)
Registration Required By Email / Limited Seating:
publicsafety411@yahoo.com
HEAR FROM:
Law Enforcement / Political Leaders
Civic / Religious Leaders
Citizens / The General Public

TOPICS INCLUDE:
Personal Safety in Perspective
12 Rules of Gun Ownership
What is fueling the violence?
Assault Weapons / 3D guns
Arming School Teachers
Active Shooter Updates / Warning Signs
Guns on College Campuses
Facts/Stats On Armed Citizens
The NRA / The 2nd Amendment
Panel Discussion (Q&A)
Community Solutions

This is not a debate forum. Tensions are high. Opinions are strong but this meeting is an orderly and respectful forum.
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Police Encounters 101
Our one-of-a-kind Police Encounters
101 citizen training program was
created as a part of GCPEA to inform
citizens how to handle a police
encounter properly, calmly, lawfully
and safely, thereby impacting the
dynamic and outcome of the
encounter as safer for everyone.
A summary of the program is
available on our website
(www.publicsafety411.com) or you
can request specific detailed
information from the site.
Because we interviewed hundreds
of police officers (and listened) in
order to create this program, Police
Encounters 101 has strong police
support. We also utilized the input
of attorneys, citizens, behavioral
specialists and clergy.
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POLICE SUPPORT SERVICES
And For Other First Responders
The MACC provides 5 police support services under the
authority of Georgia Code Section 51-1-29 and as requested by
local law enforcement, the fire department or medical agencies.
A few of these services are listed below. For a full list, send an
info request via email to publicsafey411@yahoo.com
•
•
•

Stand-By Support in the Field
Traffic Assistance During Emergencies
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

We also partner with local police departments, train officers in
citizen public safety instruction and engage in joint projects
with local law enforcement to increase public safety.
Our vehicles are clearly marked and equipped to provide such
services. And our staff wear identifiable public safety ID badges,
logos and insignia which clearly distinguishes them from local
police officers.
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CRISIS EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM (CERT)
The MACC Crisis Emergency Response
Team (CERT) assists citizens, local law
enforcement and other first responders
by providing emergency traffic and
accident assistance, pandemic supplies,
safety briefings and natural disaster
resources as needed.
During the Covid-19 Pandemic, our CERT
provided N95 masks, sanitizer, gloves and
other resources to first responders, and
senior citizens as well as safety briefings.
What Is An Emergency Response Team?
Emergency response teams (ERT), also called incident response teams, are groups of people who prepare for and respond to
emergency incidents such as natural disasters, security threats, public health crises, or other potential business disruptions. The goal of
an ERT is to restore or maintain operations and minimize losses during an emergency incident.
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MEDIATION SERVICES

Problem and Conflict Resolution
As Prevention Of Avoidable Confrontation
The MACC offers inexpensive, neutral and
confidential Mediation Services conducted by
trained mediators via 3-way calls, in person or
Zoom video conferencing. We contact all
involved parties and follow up for a period of
90 days. This is a part of our problem/conflict
resolution program for families, neighbors,
businesses and relationships.
Many of the conflicts that end up in court or
requiring local law enforcement intervention
could have been a voided if they were resolved
early enough before matter go critical.
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YOUTH
SERVICES

Our Youth Services are designed to
reduce recidivism, offer positive and
safe economic options, youth
empowerment and life-skills.
• Ages 10-17 (Ages can be extended)
• Youth Entrepreneurship Program
• Community Service Credit Hours
• College Internships
Life Skills Training In:
• Money Management
• Decision Making
• Conflict Resolution
• Early Career Selection
41
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WHAT IS SOUFLAY?
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DID YOU KNOW?
• A 2005 United States Supreme Court ruling decided that
local law enforcement is NOT responsible for the safety of
individual citizens unless you are in custody?

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Vehicle Patrols
5 Police and 7 Citizen Support Services
TRAINED, PROACTIVE CITIZENS (We Provide Training)
Beyond Neighborhood Watches
YOU ARE THE FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE AGAINST CRIME!
Proven, Legal, Tested, Effective

The right, responsibility and authority to ensure the safety of our homes, families, businesses and communities is
foundationally inherent in the very term and concept of “PUBLIC Safety”. To avoid vigilantism, citizens must be
trained, equipped and unified to protect their communities in accordance with the law and effectively working with
local law enforcement. We provide both the training and the opportunity for such proactive citizen involvement.
THE METRO-ATLANTA CRIME COMMISSION
The First Independent Crime Prevention 501(c)3 Public Safety Citizen Training Agency in Georgia
www.publicsafety411.com
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DID YOU KNOW?
• A 2005 United States Supreme Court ruling decided that
local law enforcement is NOT responsible for the safety
of
individual citizens unless you are in custody?
• You are your first line of defense for your personal safety,
your home, family and business?
• There will never be enough police officers to guarantee
individual public safety because that is not what they are for?
• Law enforcement and public safety are not the same thing?
• Police officers are not body guards?
• Police officers are largely intervention, YOU are prevention.

•
•
•
•
•

Community Vehicle Patrols
Police Support Services
Trained, Proactive Citizens
Beyond Neighborhood Watches
BECOME A PART OF THE SOLUTION!

The right, responsibility and authority to ensure the safety of our homes, families, businesses and communities is
foundationally inherent in the very term and concept of “PUBLIC Safety”. To avoid vigilantism, citizens must be
trained, equipped and unified to protect their communities in accordance with the law, and effectively working with
local law enforcement. We provide both the training and the opportunity for such proactive citizen involvement.
THE METRO-ATLANTA CRIME COMMISSION
The #1 Independent Crime Prevention 501(c)3 Public Safety Citizen Training Agency in Georgia
www.publicsafety411.com
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THE FIRST INDEPENDENT
501(c)3 Crime Prevention and Public
Safety Citizen Training Agency In Georgia
© 2022 Metropolitan Atlanta Crime Commission ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
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He says
“Don’t Move”
so you can’t
dial 911.

Now what
do you
do?
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The Following Slides/Pages
Are Accessible In The
VIDEO VERSION ONLY
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ACTUAL HOME INVASION
Look How Much Can Happen In 14 Minutes
AND CAMERAS DIDN’T STOP HIM AT ALL
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POLICE UNIT
Off-Duty or Retired
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